Appraisal of the over-all panorama is represented for instance by the visionary works of Teilhard de Chardin (see SIMPSON, 1960a, for a critical review).
understanding.
Ideas on the mechanism of evolution stem largely from information supplied by classical genetics (in-eluding ecological genetics) and from mathematical models based on such information. It is common- place, but only partially correct, to say that genetic information is largely limited to a study of intraspecific variation and to the intra-specific evolution of local or insular races (the term local here includes the laboratory environments). Views on evolution beyond the species limit (whatever is meant by this), as derived from genetics, are obtained by a detour through theoretical and mathematical models >). Another point, less frequently made, is that most genetic information is obtained from the study of non-marine animals and plants, and The observation of evolutionary phenomena and successions, on the other hand, is by its nature the field of study of paleontologists. Again there is some emphasis on vertebrates. This is understandable, for the vertebrates are possibly the only phylum which presents an intelligible succession of classes, complete even with a number of intermediate links. In the second place skulls and skeletons, by their very complexity, are far more expressive of evolutionary change than e.g., Foraminifera; in other words they provide a wealth of features that one can take hold of.
On the other hand they are more rigidly integrated functionally, in particular under the strict requirements of terrestrial life, and thus have less tolerance for non-adaptive variation or evolution 2 ). Most ., but only at the sporophytic level." I am indebted to professor J. Heimans and professor F. Bianchi for information on certation.
6 ) The term "relay expansion" is here used in a general sense (SIMPSON, 1960b, p. 162) and not restricted to replacement of one form by another in the same ecologie niche (GLAESSNER, 1965, p. 120 
